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      al Park 

Zoo Protection Plan 

Zoos today are not only a place of recreation and enjoyment but are now seen as safe 

places where several threatened species which are under threat can beare conserved and 

maintained. Zoos are home to many animals with unique behaviour and temperaments. 

Therefore itIt has always been a chalaleange  nge for is a challenge forzoo kKeepers and 

zoo managers to provide the best environment for the animals, and protect them and the 

paying publicanimals as well as visiting public..  Among many scenarios to be taken into 

account while managing a zoo one maybe of animals escaping. There is always a chance 

that the animals can escape from the enclosure due to many reasons like cyclones, damage 

of enclosure walls, human error etc. Damage caused by escaped animals will bemay be  

immensebe immense in terms of injuries to the visitors and staff and may cause loss of the 

animal itself. In case of escape of animals it is necessary to have an in-depth knowledge of 

the types of animals housed with regard to their physical abilities and captive habits. Each 

species is different, as are the risks they pose. 

The PNHZ Park deals with large numbers of wild animal species with sizeable staff 

strength and thousands of visitors who visit the park daily. Some of these Ssuch animals 

when free can cause severe problems andmay cause danger to the visiting public. Escape 

of zoo animals when free, natural disasters and aberrant human behavior can create 

unforeseen situations. Meticulous prior planning with adequate finance and staff 

commitment exists for preparedness to face such exigencies in the interest of the zoo 

animals as well as public safety.  

Such plans have been very effective during past emergencies like forest fires outside zoo 

campus, damages during earthquakes and during cyclone Aila. All staff have instinctively 

taken action to safeguard their control area along with reporting to Director, Veterinary 

officer, Estate officer and Animal Supervisor. It is understood by all staff that given a 

small employee strength, that it is the collective responsibility and action through which 

they can to combat such emergencies and eventualities. 

Padmaja Naidu Himalayan Zoological Park- 

PNHZ Park is located at Jawahar Parbat, Darjeeling and spreads over an area of 67.57 

acres of wild and pristine patch of forest holds a large number of bird species. The park is 

located at an altitude of 7000 ft (2150 m) and the coordinates are 27.0586099°N and 

88.254405°E. Out of the 67.57 acres of land only 10 acres is under display. The rest of the 

57.57 acres of land consists of the zoo forest and the old conservation breeding centre.  

The zoo shares a common entrance with the Himalayan Mountaineering Institute (HMI).  

The administrative buildings, training facilities, museum, staff quarters etc of the HMI 

which was established prior to the Zoological park together with the main display zone and 

conservation breeding centre of the park are located on the ridge of the park within the 

loop created by Birch Hill Road. The land between Birch Hill Road and Lebong road on 

the western side is mainly used for staff housing and is a green buffer between human 

habitation and animal enclosures. The land below Lebong road is lost to demand holders 

and encroachers. The western stretch has educational institutes like St. Josephs College 

and Darjeeling Government College along the Lebong road, interspersed with crowded 
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habitations and tea estates. The Nightingale Park, District Magistrate’s bungalow and the 

Governor’s House are on the eastern side of the park. The south and west borders are 

bounded by the Darjeeling ropeway and the Tibetan refugee centre. Thus the zoo is 

surrounded by a thin width of inhabited areas with outer spaces being occupied by tea 

estates especially on the 3 sides barring Eastern boundary.  

      Padmaja Naidu Himalayan Zoological Park, Darjeeling is a medium sized zoo and houses 

a total of 48 species and 393 specimens of captive animals. The park has a total of 81 

enclosures. The details of the enclosures are as follows: 

(i) Open air moated enclosures  : 17 Nos. 

(ii) Close netted enclosures  : 23 Nos. 

(iii) Netted with top open   : 9   Nos. 

(iv) (Aviary & Pheasantry)              :22 Nos. 

(v) Amphibian Pond   : 1   No.     

(vi) Reptile &   Amphibian terrarium  : 9   Nos. 

 

Chained Linked Enclosures 

Sl 

No 

Name of the animal M F Total  No of 

Enclosures 

1 Snow Leopard (Uncia uncia) 1 1 2 

2 Common Leopard (Panthera pardus) 1 1 2 

3 Clouded Leopard (Neofelis nebulosa) 1 0 1 

4 Jackal (Canis aures) 1 0 1 

5 Common Grey Langur (Semnopithecus 

entellus) 

4 2 2 

6 Himalayan Palm Civet (Paguma  larvata) 1 1 1 

7 Asian Palm Civet (Paradoxurus 

hermaphrodites) 

7 4 4 

8 Leopard Cat (Prionailurus bengalensis) 2 1 1 

9 Slow Loris (Nycticebus bengalensis) 1 1 1 

10 Jungle Cat (Felis chaus) 2 0 1 

 

Open Moated Enclosures 

Sl No Name of the animal M F Total No of Enclosures 

1 Asiatic Black Bear (Ursus thibetanus) 1 1 1 

2 Red Panda (Ailurus fulgens fulgens) 5 3 3 

 

Chained Open Enclosure 

Sl No Name of the animal M F Total No of 

EEnclosures 

1 Royal Bengal Tiger (Panthera tigris tigris) 1 0 2 

 

Open Enclosures 
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Sl No Name of the animal M F Total  No of Enclosures 

1 Himalayan Goral (Naemorhaedus goral) 5 4 1 

2 Himalayan Tahr (Hemitragus jemlachius)  5 4 1 

3 Markhor (Capra falconeri) 2 4 1 

4 Blue sheep (Pesudois nayaur) 4 1 1 

5 Sambar Deer (Rusa unicolor) 1 2 1 

6 Yak  (Bos grunniens) 2 1 1 

7 Mishmi Takin (Budocras taxicolor) 3 2 2 

8 Barking Deer (Muntiacus muntjac) 3 2 1 

 

A. Emergencies aAnd wWays tTo cCombat tThem- 

 

1. Animal escaping enclosures 

All the enclosures of PNHZ are properly designed according to the Central Zoo Authority 

specifications with adequate space for the animals and using tough suitable materials - 

such as strong chain link fence, steel angle frameworks, and toughened safety glass and 

stainless steel zoo mesh.. All the enclosures have strong gates and doors that the captive 

animals are unable to break or lift.  Double doors are provided in suitable enclosures and 

entry of the single keeper is prohibited in the enclosures. In case of digging/burrowing 

animals, the enclosures have concrete floors which are covered by sufficient soil. Tough 

and unbreakable glasses are used in case of reptiles. All the captive animals are housed in 

the night shelters within the enclosures at night. 

 

The open air moated enclosures are kept free from any unwanted vegetation or other items 

that would help escape of captive animals or may hinder supervision. Trees inside the 

enclosures are regularly lobbed with care to avoid harm to the animals by fallen branches 

to prevent escape of arboreal animals. All the openOpen enclosures air moated moates 

enclosures have high walls with an inner and outer perimeter. 

 Safety barriers are present in every enclosure. 

All the enclosures have strong gates and doors that the captive animals are unable to break 

or lift.  Double doors are provided in suitable enclosures and entry of the single keeper is 

prohibited in the enclosures.  

Trees inside the enclosures are regularly lobbed with care to avoid harm to the animals by 

fallen branches to prevent escape of arboreal animals. 

In case of digging/burrowing animals, the enclosures have concrete floors which are 

covered by sufficient soil.  

Tough and unbreakable glasses are used in case of reptiles. 

All the captive animals are housed in the night shelters within the enclosures at night. 

The outer boundary wall is 4kms long with four 24 hour manned entrances. The boundary 

wall is made of two meters of stone, two meters of Reinforced Concrete (RCC)/ chain 
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linked mesh barriers and concertina wire runs throughout the boundary. The outer 

boundary wall with its strength and height acts as a barrier for the escape of zoo animals 

into the public domain.  

The boundary wall is maintained by regular cutting of shrubs/ climbers. A strict watch and 

ward is kept over the boundary wall. In case of breach, the boundary wall is repaired 

immediately and if the damage is substantial temporary measures are taken to seal the 

wall.  

The four entrance points are manned 24 hours by security guards. The animals are 

managed in very secure enclosures and strict watch and ward is maintained by security 

guards who are present at every beat.  

During daytime two number of security guards are posted at the main park entrance in the 

west, one security guard is posted at the Director’s gate in the East, one security guard is 

posted at the HMI entrance and one security guard each is posted in Beat 1, Beat 2, Beat 3, 

Beat 4 and Beat 5. One Security Supervisor is also present to discharge and oversee the 

duties.  During night time two security guards are posted at the Main zoo entrance, 

Director’s gate, Bengal Natural History Museum, HMI Gate and the old Conservation 

Breeding Centre. One security supervisor is present to oversee and discharge the duties.  

Night guards keep a watch on the animals at night to prevent animal escape during 

emergencies like cyclones and consequent fallen trees. 

Every beat of the park is also under CCTV surveillance. The feed of the CCTV goes 

directly to the park security room, the office of the Director, PNHZP and the office of the 

Estate officer, PNHZP.  

Standard Operating Procedure in case of escape of Animal: 

 The zoo keeper/ staff who has encountered the escaped animal will 

immediately report to the Director, Veterinary officer, Estate officer and 

Animal supervisor. 

 In case of escape of animal during daytime aAll the security exits will beare 

closed and the visitors will be are directed towards the main entrance for 

evacuation. Evacuation is aided by the Public Announcement system and by 

trained security personnel. The security section is responsible for closing the 

park and evacuation of visitors.  

 In case of animal escape during night time, there are provision of night keepers 

and night guards with one security supervisor to oversee the duties. 

 The Estate officer, Animal Supervisor and Security Supervisor will 

immediately report at the point of escape and first confirm that the animal has 

escaped. They will also closely examine the escape point and possible escape 

route. They will arrange for the necessary manpower to collect equipment like 

ropes, nets, cages, trapping gears etc.  

 All the animal enclosures are checked for a head count. 

 The Veterinary section is mobilized for tranquilization of the escaped animal. 

Provisions of net/cage/traps etc. for recapturing of animals including 



tranquilizing equipment are kept at hand in the veterinary hospital. First aid 

facilities are available in case of injured public and staff.  

 Barricades with nylon nets will be set up in order to confine the animal within 

an area in the park. 

  In order to track the escaped animal, teams will be formed to comb the areas 

within the boundary wall and further.  

 The Director will liaison with nearby Forest Divisions and Offices and arrange 

for additional manpower. Instructions will be issued immediately for putting 

nylon net barricades at all crucial points. The trap cages will be placed 

immediately at all points where animal is likely to come for food. The staff will 

search for the direct/indirect evidence of the animal in protective gears to 

prevent any accident.  

 The enclosure from where the animal escaped will also be kept open in order to 

lure the animal with food. Security guard/ staff will be posted near the 

enclosure to trap the animal if it comes back and report to all authorities.  

 Patrolling of outer boundary wall will be immediately taken up especially in 

area near the escape point. 

 The Director, Veterinary officer, estate officer will be regularly updated. 

 The Park Director will report the incident to the police. 

 The incident has to be recorded.  

 As soon as the animal is located and in cases where it could not be caged the 

animal will be tranquilised and brought to the Veterinary hospital for further 

treatment.  

 The Director will inform Member Secretary, WBZA and Chief Wildlife 

Warden about the incident and take suitable instructions.  

 One officer or staff can be deputed to apprise the media and to update the 

media on progress made. Other zoo staff will refrain from speaking to the 

media. No media person will be allowed into the zoo during the emergency. All 

media personnel will be directed to a waiting room. 

 

2. External Aanimal entering enclosures for hunting, mating or shelter- 

 

 As stated earlier in para 1, Tthe manned outer boundary wall prevents the entry of animals 

into the zoo and enclosures. The entry points into the park are also manned 24 hours. 

 

All the open air moated enclosures have high walls with an inner and outer perimeter to 

prevent entry or escape of animal. Safety barriers are present in every enclosure. The 

enclosure have concrete floors to prevent animals entering through borrows.  

Every beat of the park is also under CCTV surveillance, the feed of which goes directly to 

the park security room, the office of the Director, PNHZP and the office of the Estate 

officer, PNHZP. Security guards are present at every beat and night guards also keep a 

watch on the animals and park at night. 

The Veterinary hospital are well equipped with tranquilizing guns, nets etc. and the staff 

are trained to handle such emergencies.  
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Visitors are strictly prohibited from feeding free ranging monkeys within the zoo premises 

to discourage the free ranging animals from entering the park. The left over feed that may 

attract other animals in search for food is disposed by burning. 

The Veterinary hospital are well equipped with tranquilizing guns, nets etc. and the staff 

are trained to handle such emergencies.  

 

Standard Operating Procedure in case of Animals entering enclosures 

 In case of entry of animals into the park, the staff will report immediately to the 

Director, Veterinary officer, Estate officer and Animal supervisor. 

 In case of leopards or other animals, that may act as a threat to the captive 

animals and public, entering the outer boundary wall during daytime the 

security section are responsible for the evacuation of visitors, without creating 

panic and chaos, and closing of the park.  

 In case leopards or other threats entering the outer boundary wall during night 

time, there is provision of night guards and zoo keepers who are well equipped 

with flash lights.  

 Barricades using nylon nets are set up closing off the area of the park where the 

animal has entered. Teams are formed to comb the areas within the park to 

track the animal. The trap cages will be placed immediately at all points where 

animal is likely to come for food. The staff will search for the direct/indirect 

evidence of the animal in protective gears to prevent any accident.  

 All the animal enclosures are checked for a head count.  

 The captive animals of the park are secured in night shelters until capture of the 

free ranging animals that has entered the park and may be a threat. 

 Teams are formed to comb the areas within the park to track the animal.  

 The Veterinary section is mobilized equipped with tranquilizing equipment, 

nets and cages for capture of the animal. Traps are set up to lure the animal.  

 The trap cages will be placed immediately at all points where animal is 

likely to come for food. The staff will search for the direct/indirect evidence of 

the animal in protective gears to prevent any accident. 

 In case leopards or other threatenings animal entering the animal 

enclosures, it is the duty of the security supervisor to drive the animal out and 

in cases where the animal cannot be cagedshould keep a watch and  the 

Veterinary section are responsible forshould tranquilization tranquilize of the 

animal. The captured animal is brought back to the veterinary hospital for 

treatment.  

 Once the animal is captured it is handed over to the forest division for 

rehabilitation.  

 In case of dogs or other non-threatening animals entering the park, it is the duty 

of the security supervisor to drive the animal out through the nearest exit point 

or rehabilitated at least a radius of 5km away from the park. 

 

       Equipment kept at hand: 
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The following equipmentsequipment are kept on hand in case of emergencies: 

 Tranquilizing equipment i.e. one number each of pressure gun, carbon gun, 

disinject gun, blow pipe and jabstickZap stick.  

 First Aid Kits 

 Ropes and Nets 

 Construction and Repair Materials 

 Rubber boots and protective gloves 

 Safety glasses 

 Drinking water 

  

 

 

 

 

3. In case of Natural calamities like earthquake, cyclone and fires – 

3.  

 The park regularly prunes trees within the park are regularly lopped to prevent 

injury to visitors, staff and animals during cyclones and earthquakes from falling branches.  

 All the carnivores are kept in the night shelters in case of earthquakes and cyclones.  

 Regular cleaning of dry litters in vulnerable areas like Directors residence, guest 

house, canteenand canteen are taken up and to prevent forest fires.  

 The park has a water line that is used in case of forest fires.  

  

  

 

 Stealing oOr Poaching- 

4.  

The Park might encounter cases of animals being stolen or poached. In that case the Park 

already has a strict security system to ward offprevent any such untoward incidents. 

Moreover theAny such attempt should be case will be reported to the concerned Police 

Station (Sadar Police Station) and the accused will be charged under violation of the 

Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 and Indian Penal Code. 

The Standard operating procedure is as follows- 
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 The incident must immediately be informed to the Director, Estate Officer, Animal 

Supervisor and Security supervisor. The police station concerned (Sadar Police 

station, Darjeeling) will be informed immediately.  

 All exits will be closed and security personnel will ensure proper checking of 

premises and comb the area for the culprits.  

 They in turn will immediately rush to the area of the incident to check for any 

possible injured/dead animals. 

 The accused if caught will be confined and kept inside the Park till Police arrives. 

 

4. Duties of zoo keeper in order to minimize the chances of escape of captive 

animals- 

All the zoo keepers of the park are regularly sensitized and are instructed to:- 

 Take appropriate care of locks and keys of enclosures and night shelters. 

 Proper cleaning and oiling of gates of squeeze cages. 

 Inform higher authorities of any breach while cleaning the enclosures.  

 Additional safety measures are taken while shifting the animals. 

 Check locks of the animal enclosures before leaving the zoo premises.  

 Night keepers must keep strict vigil and check all the enclosures and holding areas 

keeping the headcount.  

 With the help of the night security guards round the clock patrolling and checking 

to be done.   

Additional measures adopted by park to ensure safety in zoo-:  

 Zoo has Iinstalledation of  public address system to alert visitors. 

  Metal detector has been installed at main entry gate and all visitors are screened 

through it before entry.Electronic scanners are present in the main gate. Entry records of 

vehicles and people entering the zoo after hours are maintained. Identification cards are 

alsohave been issued to all permanent and temporary staff as well as shop keepers in and 

around the zoo. The cards are regularly updated. 

 The natural water ways and grills are cleaned regularly and maintained before 

every monsoon. Lopping of the trees is done before the rains every year to prevent tree fall 

within the enclosures 

 Regular Co-ordination meetings are held with the Himalayan Mountaineering 

Institute with whom PNHZ Park shares a common entrance.  

 Regular co- ordination meeting is also organised with the villagers in the fringe 

areas. 

 There are three manned exit routes for visitors in case of emergency. 

 Lopping of the trees is done before the rains every year to prevent tree fall within 

the enclosures.  

 The natural water ways and grills are cleaned regularly and maintained before 

every monsoon. 
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The park needs to make keep  following arrangements to prevent the escape and 

entry of animals and also to minimise the damage to the visitors/staff and as well as to 

animal- 

 

1. Trap cages have tomay be placed permanently at strategic places at the park. Trap 

cages can be placed at the following points-  

 Old conservation breeding centre (2 nos) 

 Near the Incinerator  

 Below Himalayan Mountaineering Institute boundary  

 The water way below HMI quarters 

 Boundary wall below the Director’s residence  

The park has only presently only one trap cage therefore more trap cages have tmayo be 

procured.  

 

2. Poles for the placement of rescue nets have to be erected at strategic places within 

the park for the purpose of compartmentalising the park in case of escape/ entry of 

animals. Poles can be erected at the following points: 

 At the HMI gate to the boundary wall above the zoo quarters.  

 From the public toilet to the boundary wall below the forest path leading to 

the old conservation breeding centre.  

 From the new Bengal Natural History Museum to the boundary wall below 

the forest path leading to the old conservation breeding centre.  

 From the pond for breeding of Himalayan Newt to the lower boundary wall 

below the forest path leading to the old conservation breeding centre. 

 Director’s residence to the boundary wall below the Director’s residence.  

 

The park currently has one large nylon rescue net (150 meters) and two small nylon rescue 

nets. Provisions for the procurement of more nets have to be done.  

However due to the terrain and vegetation, temporary solutions like using nets in 

emergency situations may not be feasible for swift action. Compartmentalisation of the 

above mentioned areas by using permanent fencing may be looked into.  

3. Thermal imaging cameras for the purpose of tracking animals at night have tomay 

be procured. 

4. Detailed examination of the boundary wall should be done quarterly and a report 

should be submitted regarding the state of the wall to the Director.  

5.4.Quarterly lopping of trees should also be done and a report should be submitted. A 

format may be developed for reporting. 

6.5.The park currently has one generator in case of power failure. Provisions for an 

alternate power supply in case of blackouts and power failures also have to be 

made.  

Regular mock drills should be arranged on a biannual basis on the safe upkeep of 

animals and measures to be taken in case of animal escape from the enclosures. 
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The drills should be rotated regarding species & involved staff to cover various 

scenarios, roles, etc. 

6.      

     The Park is endeavouring to have full capability to deal any emergency on its 

own,                                                                                                              

 

 Contact Numbers with designations of Important Officials in case of 

emergencies 

Sl No Name Designation Contact No 

1 Mr Rajendra Jakher, IFS Director 9434706166 

2 Dr. Joy Dey ADVO 9932145185 

3 Mr Shiromani Syangdan Estate Officer 9434072942 

4 Mr Purna Ghissing Animal Supervisor 9609905060 

5 Mrs Upashna Rai Zoo Biologist 7602480823/ 9474681178 

5 Mr Bikash Pahari Security Supervisor 9735973244/ 8945971467 

6 Mr Sahdev Pradhan  Security Supervisor 9735973244 

7 Ms Pranita Gupta Education assistant 8918001940 
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